
 

Taste the Adventure of a 

Texas Panhandle Pig Hunt  
Out of Silverton, Texas 

with Drake Quincy Dawson’s 

Safari Unlimited    
 

Website:  www.safariunlimitedworldwide.com ~Phone: 573-544-2041~Email: safariunlimitedllc@gmail.com 
 

Travel to the Panhandle of West Texas and taste the adventure of a night pig hunt 
using spears, Texas pig stickers, and thermal rifles with Safari Unlimited!  Drake Quincy 
Dawson of Safari Unlimited has generously donated a free-ranging opportunity for 2 lucky 
hunters to hunt for two nights for an unlimited number of pigs for 2023 or 2024!  Up to 2 
additional hunters are welcome at $900 each with 1 guide per group. 

Come explore thousands of acres of the charming cowboy Wild West Panhandle of 
Texas. Located on the edge of the Palo Duro Canyon, this night pig hunt will give you the 
perfect taste of adventure as we combine two different styles of hunting! This 2-night hunt 
includes lodging with a full kitchen or several local restaurants will give you a taste of west 
Texas and famous “TexMex” cuisine. Listen to the sounds of baying dogs in the canyon 

darkness, broken apart by the snorts and 
squeals of Boars with some serious attitude.  

Long Time professional Houndmen 
and incredible dogs make this worth the trip 
to see them work. Get up close and personal 
if you “Can Handle the Adventure” and 
dispatch your Boar with a “Texas Pig 
Sticker”. Drive along the fields and on the 
rim and flats above the canyon while night 
scoping for groups of forging and damaging 
pigs as they marauder through croplands. 
Once spotted, make a stalk using our 
weapons and ammo topped with the latest 

in Thermal imaging scopes. Many large boars are taken on this hunt, but the best eating are 
the sows and smaller ones. Make sure to bring along a big cooler because at the price of meat 
these days this is a good chance to fill your freezer. No limit on pigs for this adventure. 

Hunt can take place year-round and includes lodging in a private house, 
transportation during the trip, weapons use and ammo, professional guide and houndsmen. 
Not included are meals, tips to guide/houndsman, caping and Quartering of pigs ($100 per 
hog), any prior to arrival/after departure expenses.  No licenses are required for pigs. Trip 
is upgradable to include Sandhill Cranes in season at $400 per person per day.   
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